
Starfarers 
 
The Idea: Explore outer space and build an intergalactic civilisation, defeating pirates and aliens and 
competing or allying with other players. 
 
OBJECT: There are two ways to win this game: You can conquer the universe by capturing all other players’ 
bases and destroying their ships, or you can create a universal peace by building and defending colony 
systems in all players’ galaxies. 
 
To Win: 

x Destroy all other players’ starships and capture their bases and mothership, or 
x Build and defend colony systems in all players’ galaxies. 

 
This gives at least three different types of game, depending on the players’ preferences: 
 

1. Offensive-offensive (players all try to annihilate each other) 
2. Offensive-defensive (players try to build colony systems, which other players try to destroy) 
3. Race to co-exist (players race to be the first to build colony systems in other players’ galaxies) 

 
A colony system has at least one trade port, one colony and one spaceport, built either in orbit or on planets as 
in Figure 1. Bases are built by starships that explore space, discover planets and mine resources for 
construction. 
 

 
Figure 1: COLONY SYSTEM. The object of the game is to build one colony system in every player’s galaxy, or to 
destroy all the other players’ ships and capture their bases and motherships. Bases can be built either in orbit or on planets. 
A complete colony system has at least one trade port, colony and spaceport. 
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TO START: Each player: Choose a mothership and prototype of your colour and place them on the table. 
Place one starship of your colour next to the mothership as in Figure 2. Starships begin with no cannons, 
freight rings or boosters. 
 

 
Figure 2: MOTHERSHIP, STARSHIP AND PROTOTYPE with cannons, boosters and freight rings. Start the 
game with no cannons, boosters or freight rings on your prototype. 

The mothership is the starting point and primary spaceport for your starfleet. The mothership also rebuilds 
ships that are destroyed in battle or captured by wormholes. See Winning for more information on 
motherships. 
 
The prototype is a large-scale model of your starships and their enhancements. The prototype is used to 
determine the speed, mining capacity and battle power of your starships. Start the game with no 
enhancements. 
 
Collect one card for each of the five resources: food, carbon, trade goods, ore and fuel: 

 
            Food                       Carbon                    Trade goods                    Ore                          Fuel 
Figure 3: RESOURCES: These are used as construction materials to build bases, ships and ship enhancements. Start the 
game with one card of each type. 

 
Choose a player, e.g. the youngest, to go first. 
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TO PLAY 
 
The Idea: Travel outwards from your mothership to explore space, discover planets and build bases. Pirates 
and alien civilisations may attack you or try to prevent you from mining planets. You may need to fight to 
capture and defend planets and bases. Battles are won by the highest score of luck and firepower (thrust + 
ships + bases + cannons) involved in an encounter. 
 
As your civilisation grows you can discover or buy hyperspace technology to teleport into other players’ 
galaxies. You can then build bases or attack other players’ bases and ships in their galaxy. 
 
Your Turn: Each turn has four basic phases, some or all of which may occur in any turn. What you do in any 
turn will depend on the situation. 
 
The basic phases are, in order: 
 

Travel:  Explore unknown space, move back through explored space or teleport across 
hyperspace. 

Encounter: Mine planets, fight pirates or other players, and deal with traders, mercenaries and 
teleporters as you encounter them in space. 

Trade:  Swap resources with other players at any agreed market rate, or by haggling and deals. 
Build:  Use your resources to build new bases, starships and ship enhancements such as 

cannons, boosters and freight rings. 
 
Your turn must follow this order: for instance you cannot build a ship and then move it in the same turn. 
 
WINNING: Not so simple as it sounds… 
 
Players who wish to conquer the universe: You must destroy all your opponents’ starships and capture  all 
their bases, including their mothership. Motherships rebuild destroyed starships at no cost, so until you 
capture an opponent’s mothership they can easily produce more ships to fight back with. Motherships have no 
weapons of their own but in self-defence can channel the full firepower (thrust + ships + cannons) of their 
active starship fleet. Capture a mothership by winning an attack on it and then occupying it with at least one 
starship. You must then destroy their remaining “rebel” ships and capture all their bases before they can 
rebuild their ships or recapture their mothership. Opponents’ spaceports can rebuild their starships, but at a 
high cost. Rebel starships can ally with other surviving players and can use the allied mothership for 
teleportation, but cannot use it to rebuild destroyed ships. Motherships will not work for an occupying power, 
i.e. once captured they will not rebuild or teleport enemy ships, and will not fight against liberation by their 
own or allied ships. 
 
Players who wish to build co-existing colony systems: You must build one complete colony system in every 
galaxy. Your opponents can prevent you from doing this by capturing your bases, setting back your progress 
and depriving you of resources for future construction. Defending your existing colonies is as important as 
exploring and developing new ones. 
 



THE DETAILS: 
 
EXPLORING UNKNOWN SPACE: Pick a hex-space out of the bag and place it next to any of your 
starships at the edge of known space. Move the starship onto the new space. If you have more than one 
starship, each one can explore a new hex-space in any turn. 
 

 
Figure 4: STARSHIP EXPLORING SPACE: after three turns, a carbon planet is discovered and can be mined for 
carbon 

 
 
TRAVELLING IN KNOWN SPACE: Move any starship through previously explored space, over a 
distance of 1 + the number of boosters on your prototype. You cannot move onto a pirate or hostile 
opponent’s ship or base, or any of the six spaces nearest to them, without triggering a battle. You also cannot 
move onto a wormhole, unless you have at least one booster. 
 







TELEPORTING THROUGH HYPERSPACE: If you have at least one booster, you can move your 
starships between any pair of spaceports, motherships, teleporters or wormholes, making large jumps across 
the universe. This bridges the vast gaps between galaxies and provides a very fast form of travel within 
galaxies. 
 
You can only enter another player’s galaxy by teleporting through hyperspace. 
  
Teleporters are specially equipped starships that operate for a profit, charging one fuel card for each ship 
teleported. Spaceports, motherships and wormholes teleport free of charge. 
 
Wormholes are natural ruptures in the space-time continuum. Contrary to popular misconceptions, wormholes 
connect not only to other wormholes but also to any other type of teleport. Wormholes are, however, very 
powerful natural phenomena; if a ship with no boosters falls into a wormhole, the ship can only be recovered 
by re-integration at the mothership. 

 
Figure 5: TRAVELLING THROUGH HYPERSPACE VIA A WORMHOLE AND TELEPORTER: note teleport 
ring on teleporter’s ship. Boostered starships can jump between any wormhole, teleporter, spaceport or mothership located 
anywhere in the universe. 

 
MINING PLANETS: When any of your starships discover or arrive at a planet, you can mine the resources 
of that planet to an amount of 1 + the number of freight rings on your prototype (see Figure 6). You can use 
mined resources to build bases, starships or ship enhancements in the same turn or later. If two of your ships 
arrive at a planet, you still only collect 1 resource + the number of freight rings on your prototype. 

Planets marked with a are already occupied: Pick up an encounter card for further instructions 
before you mine or build on the planet. 
 



 
Figure 6: Carbon mining operation: When you land on a carbon planet, pick up a carbon card. If you have freight rings, 
pick up extra cards. 

 
DEALING WITH TRADERS: Traders will exchange any number of your resource cards for the same 
number of any other resources; which is handy. To trade with a trader, you have to travel to them in a starship. 
 

 
Figure 7: ENCOUNTER WITH TRADER: Note extra freight rings on trader’s ship. When you arrive at a trader, you can 
trade your resources for an equivalent amount of any other resources. 

 
TRADING WITH OTHER PLAYERS: You can trade resources with other players. The basic trade is a 
one-to-one swap, but that may become two-to-one or more if one of you is desperate enough. Haggling and 
strategic deals are good fun. 
 
Inter-player trading is not limited by distance, as all player starships and bases have small internal 
teleportation devices for shipping goods across interstellar or intergalactic distances. Commercial trade ships, 
however, do not have this micro-teleportation technology: to trade with traders, you have to travel to them in 
starships (see Dealing with Traders). 
 
 
 
 
 



BUILDING NEW BASES, SHIPS AND SHIP ENHANCEMENTS: Use your resources to build bases, 
ships and ship enhancements. The game card provides a quick reference of building costs. A few limits apply: 
 

x Bases can be built in a solar system only when a starship is in that system 
x Only one base can be built on any planet. 
x You can build only 1 ship or base per turn. 
x You can build as many enhancements as you want in any turn. 
x Starships can only be built at spaceports. 
x Starships can build their own enhancements. 
x A colony can build its own teleport ring to become a spaceport. 

 
Building your ports in orbit or on a planet is a crucial decision: planetary bases can be used to trade resources, 
but orbiting bases are more effective in defence: 
 

x A trade port, colony or spaceport located on a planet can defend that planet; 
x A trade port on a planet can trade that planet’s resources for any other resource and defend the planet; 
x Trade ports, colonies and spaceports in orbit cannot trade the system’s planets but can defend the 

system within their range. 
 

 
Figure 8: TO BUILD A BASE ON A PLANET OR IN ORBIT: …an interesting strategic decision... 
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FIGHTING PIRATES, ALIEN CIVILISATIONS AND OTHER PLAYERS: There are a number of 
situations where conflict may arise. Pirates are rife in unexplored space, and though they may be lightly or 
heavily armed they will always attack you as soon as you approach them. Many planets are inhabited by alien 
civilisations, blocking your access to resources or orbit space. Alien civilisations will not attack you, but you 
can attack them to get what they have. Other players will invade your galaxy, and vice versa. You can choose 
to attack other players when the strategy seems right. 

To attack, announce which ship or base you are attacking and move your attacking ships onto it. Any of your 
ships, bases and mercenaries that are in range for this turn can support the attack. Similarly any of your 
opponent’s ships, bases and mercenaries that are in range can defend against the attack. Fighting ranges are as 
follows: 

(See Figure 9) 

x Starships, mercenaries and pirates can attack or defend their own hex-space + the 6 nearest spaces 
including planets and orbits (e.g. starship “A” with range in red in Figure 9); 

x Bases in orbit can defend the 3 adjacent spaces including planets and orbits (e.g. base “B” in yellow); 
x Bases on planets can defend their own space (e.g. base “C” in blue); 
x Motherships can channel the total firepower (ships + cannons) of their entire starship fleet, irrespective 

of where in the universe those ships are. 

 
Figure 9: RANGES OF STARSHIPS, ORBITING BASES AND PLANETARY BASES: Starships can attack 
or defend their own space plus the 6 nearest spaces; bases in orbit can cover the 3 nearest spaces; bases on planets cover only 
their own planet.. 

D 



Battles are won by luck and firepower (see Figure 10 and Figure 11 for worked examples): players involved in 
the battle use their prototypes to determine relative thrust (luck) and add the numbers of cannons + the number 
of ships + bases involved (firepower). To fight pirates, ask another player to use their prototype as a stand-in 
for the pirates’ thrust and add the firepower (1 ship + marked cannons) of the pirates. Pirate cannons are 
marked in electric blue. 
 
If your attack is successful, you can capture one of your opponent’s bases (change it to your colour) or destroy 
one of their ships. All their surviving ships must retreat out of range. If your attack fails and you are defeated, 
one of your attacking ships is destroyed and you must move the rest of your ships out of range. Mercenaries 
are the first ships to be destroyed. Destroyed starships other than mercenaries are rebuilt at their mothership 
and can head out again in the next turn. If there is a draw (equal luck + firepower), all ships and bases remain 
in range. 
 
Pirates always attack bases first. When you defeat pirates, remove them from the map and explore a new 
space at that location. Salvage ore, carbon and trade goods from pirate wreckage. If you are defeated, or there 
is a draw, the same rules as above apply. 

See Figure 10 and Figure 11 for examples of battles between players and pirates. 



 

 
Figure 10: ATTACK BY RED ON YELLOW: red is outnumbered but may have sufficient firepower to win. 

Player-on-player battle; example: 
 Red’s thrust:   4    Yellow’s thrust: 4 
 Red’s fighters:  3 starships  Yellow’s fighters: 1 ship + 3 bases in range = 4 
 Red’s cannons:  3 (not shown)  Yellow’s cannons: 1 (not shown) 
 Red’s score  4 + 3 + 3 = 10  Yellow’s score: 4 + 4 + 1 = 9 

 
Red wins, captures Yellow’s carbon trade port OR destroys one Yellow starship!  

 



 
Figure 11: ATTACK BY PIRATES: note pirate’s four cannons. The player’s starship and colony fight the pirates using 
the player’s prototype. Pirates always attack bases first. 

Example of a pirate battle: 
 

 Your thrust:   5    Pirate’s thrust:  5 
Your fighters:  1 starship + 1 base = 2 Pirate’s fighters: 1 ship only 

 Your cannons:  4 (not shown)   Pirate’s cannons: 4 (as marked) 
 Your score  5 + 2 + 4 = 11   Pirate’s score: 5 + 1 + 4 = 10 
  
You win! Remove the pirate, explore that space again and salvage ore, carbon and trade goods from the 

pirate’s wreckage! 
 
HIRING MERCENARIES: Mercenaries may be encountered in space or on planets, and can be hired for 
any three resources to help you fight enemies. When you hire a mercenary, place a ship of neutral colour on 
the board and move it with your starships. You can hire any number of mercenary ships that you can afford. 
Mercenaries cannot move independently but must stay with your starships. Mercenaries are always the first to 
be destroyed in a losing battle. Mercenaries cannot be rebuilt at a mothership but can be re-hired at their 
original location. 
 
ALLYING WITH OTHER PLAYERS: You may form alliances with other players ONLY when you have 
lost your mothership to another player’s attacking forces. This is to prevent unequal contests triggered by 
players who conspire to “gang up” on a third. Other players may refuse to ally with you even if you have lost 
your mothership, however this may be an unwise decision given that a hostile power has already successfully 
attacked and gained control over neighbouring territories. 
 
In an alliance, two (or more) players can fight together against a common enemy, using the number of allied 
ships and bases that can be brought together in battle. However, the thrust and cannon power of the combined 
force is determined by the lead ally, that is the player whose mothership is still under their own control uses 
only their prototype to decide thrust and cannon power. “Rebel” allies, that is those that have lost their 
motherships, cannot use their prototypes in allied battles. 
 
Allied players can also fight separately. In these cases, thrust and firepower are determined by individual 
players’ prototypes and fleet sizes as per normal. 


